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AWARD OF SANDBOX BY SINGAPORE’S LAND TRANSPORT AUTHORITY
MO is pleased to announce its innovative electric motorbike charging
technology has today been awarded a regulatory sandbox by the Land
Transport Authority, Singapore. The sandbox entitles MO to trial its technology
on-the-road in Singapore ahead of full regulatory approval.
MO joins the small number of organizations, including Tesla and the Land
Transport Authority itself, that have been granted sandboxes to trial electric
vehicles and charging technology, placing MO squarely at the forefront of the
development of the EV industry.
The award was announced by the Minister of Transport, Mr S Iswaran, during
the Land Transport Industry Day 2022. MO will use the sandbox to trial its
innovative centralized charging and battery swap-and-store stations in
Singapore with iconic and multi-national clients Singapore Post and Prosegur.
Commenting on the award of the sandbox, MO’s Co-Founder, Mr Tom
Streitberg, said:
“We are excited and humbled by the trust shown in MO by the LTA. Over
the past three years we have worked tirelessly to design an electric
motorbike charging system that meets the needs of riders and delivers
the highest levels of safety. The sandbox gives MO the opportunity to
demonstrate the safe operation of electric motorbikes in Singapore as an
integral part of the Singapore Green Plan. And of course, we’re excited to
use Singapore as our base for accelerating the EV transition across South
East Asia.”
About MO
MO is a Singaporean company delivering innovative tech-driven charging
solutions for electric motorbike fleet operators. MO’s solutions are the most cost
effective and least resource intensive charging solutions for fleets: solutions
that are better for the budget and better for the environment. MO currently
operates in Vietnam with operations in Malaysia and Singapore commencing
shortly. Join with us as we accelerate the electric vehicle revolution across
South East Asia!
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